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Draft

Baseball

A special presidential committee has recommended
changes in the draft law.
Styles Cobb has student comment on page 3.

Clemson's baseball opener
is today at 3 p.m. against Kentucky. Sam Copeland has
the story on page 4.
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Matthew And Cox Clash
Over All-Athletic Dorm

McGee Is Elected
New President
By JUDY BEACH
Tiger Staff Writer
Edgar McGee, a civil engineering major from Orangeburg, S. C, was elected the new
student body president Tuesday. McGee received 682 votes
to 227 votes for his opponent
Chuck Whitney. „
Dan Bowen and Joe Tyson
were in the runoffs conducted
Thursday for the vice-presidency. In the election Tuesday,
Dan Bowen had 347 votes, Joe
Tyson had 314 votes, and Bennie Pitman, who was defeated,
had 290 votes.

elected: Fred Gassaway, 587;
Cavert McCorkle, 553; Rhett
Myers, 628; Margaret Seay,
550.
Hugh Brown, Allison Brown,
Gus Johnson, Mike Mickelson,
Chris Olsen, Boyd Sexton, and
Bob Wilson were in the runoff
elections for the five remaining
High Court positions.
Also on election day two constitutional amendments were
passed. One will allow two juniors to sit on High Court. The
other established the Chronicle
as a major service organization.

Dave Merry, the only candidate for secretary of the student body was elected with 816
votes.

Edgar McGee was pleased
with the support he received for
the presidency, but he was disappointed in the election turnout.

In Tuesday's election Jeff
Lapin received 362 votes, Don
Bruce received 307 votes, and
Reggie Hargrove, who was defeated, received 231 votes.
For Men's Residence Court,
David Cooper and Barry McCracken were elected, the former having 501 votes and the
latter having 463 votes. Bill
Goldstein was defeated with 324
votes.
IN THE RUNOFFforMen's
Residence Court were John Jeffers and James Scarborough.
John Jeffers had 348 votes in
Tuesday's election, and James
Scarborough had 357.
As for Women's Residence
Court, all three candidates were
elected. Cada Jenkins had 103
votes, Betty Lynn had 81, and
Delores Violette had 77.
In the elections for High
Court the following were

"Several students said that
they either tried to vote or voted,
but they were discouraged by
the long lines and the time required to vote,"commentedMcGee.
"I hope to reorganize the
methods of voting to eliminate
these long lines."
He concluded," I would like to
express a desire to see as many
students at the class nominations April 3 as possible."
Danny Speights, present student body president, said that
he was confident that Edgar
will do a fine job.
SPEIGHTS stated he was
also disappointed because only
20 percent of the student body
voted. He said this was mainly
due to the voting machines, but
he hoped the number of these
would be doubled next year.

Chronicle, Taps Win
Top State Awards
The Chronicle, Taps and The
Gamecock (USC) won top
awards in their respective catagories last weekend at the annual S. C. Collegiate Press Association meeting in Columbia.
The Chronicle was named
best collegiate magazine in the
state, Taps was named the best
yearbook, and The Gamecock,
the best newspaper. Judging
was done by the North Carolina School of Journalism.
The Gamecock, The Johnsonian (Winthrop), and The
Tiger divided 11 individual
awards between them in the individual newspaper competition. The Gamecock won four
awards, The Tiger, six, and
The Johnsonian, one (for the
best column.)
The Gamecock's awards were
for best news story, special page
layout, photograph, and pictorial feature.
Tiger Editor Ernie Stallworth
and Managing Editor Bill
Johnson each won two awards
in the statewide competition.
Stallworth won the editorial
award for "What A Choice" and
the feature award for "Integration Came Peacefully Here."
Johnson won the front page
makeup award and wrote the
best book review.
Associate Editor Charles Hill
won the editorial page makeup
competition. And Executive
Sports Editor Sammie Carros
wrote the best sports story,
"Can Clemson Come Back
Now?"
The Chronicle won first place
magazine awards for its poem,
"The Lost Chapter,"andfor the
best cartoon, "Motorcycle
Bum."
* * *
The Tiger won three awards

last weekend in the annual
Charlotte Observer - Charlotte
News sponsored College Press
Awards.
Associate Editor Charles Hill
wrote the best editorial out of
86 entries advocating restoration of South Carolina's school
attendance law. He received 25
dollars.
Sports Editor Keith Love received a second place award of
(Continued on page 3)

Faster Voting?

Coeds Approve
Women's Rules
By LAURA PRATT
that they are what the girls
Tiger Staff Writer
want."
Jane Hass said, "There
"The Senate has no business
with women's regulations—per- should be more freedom for
haps the coed senators, but not graduate students, and more
the boys. We live in a different late permissions."
environment than the boys and
Dee Dee Rogers said, "Week
we have the rules we want. They night permissions are too strict,
are not just what Dean Delony but I like the dress restrictions
wants."
on campus."
This is what Linda Acree,
president of the Women's StuIN CONTRAST, Joan Hinddent Association had to say
this week in reference to the wo- man said, "I think that the
rules should be enforced more
men's regulations.
fairly."
In a survey of 20 coeds,
John Matthew, president of
17 were for the present regula- the Student Senate, commenttions and 3 were against them. ed, "I don't agree with strict
1
regulations and the double
Bobbie Hayes said, "I think standard for women. There
that the rules should be enforced should be a transition period
more fairly."
for freshmen and then more
Helen Smith said, "I think liberal rules for others.
" University women should be
able to formulate their rules independant of the Dean of Women. Then she could review the
rules. I believe that she nips in
the bud anything that she
does not agree with. And the
Dean of Women should not sit
in on the WSA meetings.
Coed Marty Jones commented, "There are many girls who
don't need regulations, but who
is to pick these girls out and
say that they don't need any
regulations."

By HARRY TINSLEY
responsibility of the student senTiger News Editor
ate."
Two top administrators and
a student leader disagreed this
Dean Cox said Tuesday that
week over the procedure fol- he knew of no senate bill conlowed in designating Dorm cerning such changes in use
Nine as an athletic dorm in of dormitories.
three separate interviews with
He stated, "If there is such a
a Tiger reporter.
bill, there was certainly no inPresident R. C. Edwards and tention of violation of it in any
Dean Walter T. Cox, Vice-Pres- way."
ident for Student Affairs said
"SINCE THIS would not
that the designation of the use
of dormitory space was an ad- concern a change in rules, the
idea to change the dorm use
ministrative prerogative.
Student Senate President John did not have to go before the
Matthew cited two previous sen- student senate," Dean Cox conate bills establishing dormitory tinued.
"The President of the unispace use, and Dean Cox's
statement in a letter to him re- versity is responsible for using
cently in charging that the pro- campus buildings in the best
posed change should have been manner possible. We feel this
use of a dorm for athletes will
routed through the senate.
Dean Cox had announced be putting a building to a use
last week that only football beneficial to everyone at Clemand basketball players would son," Dean Cox concluded.
be housed in dorm nine next
The Senate President stated
year, so that Clemson athletes that the most recent senate bill
could "meet higher require- dealing with distribution of
ments in enrollment."
dormitory space had been
MATTHEW CHARGED this passed last spring at the dean's
week that "the provisions of a request.
previous senate bill have now
"This bill reserved one-third
been altered without so much
of all dorm rooms for freshas a word to the senate."
Matthew also cited a letter he man and specified theremaindreceived recently from Dean er of the space for seniors. This
Cox stating that the senate bill did include dorm nine, and
"would be consulted by the ad- was signed by Dean Cox,"
ministration before making Matthew said.
any change in policies affectMatthew also charged that
ing students."
And on Friday, February 3, last year at a university banThe Tiger reported that Dean quet President Edwards "used
Cox said "no changes in rules a separate dorm for athletes as
and regulations will be made an example of a special priviwithout first consideration by lege for athletes which he would
not allow as long as he was
the student senate."
president."
Mr. Edwards told a Tiger reDean Cox said this week,
"Converting dormitory nine in- porter this week, "What we are
to an athletic dorm is not a doing and what John Matthew

Senate Asks For
More Quiet Hours
By STAN PEREZ
Tiger Staff Writer
A bill extending quiet hours
to 24 hours a day was passed
by the Student Senate Monday
night. There will be 24 hour
quiet hours with strict quiet
hours from 7:00 p.m.—8:00
a.m. beginning at 8:00 p.m. on
Sunday nights and lasting
until noon on Saturdays.
Amendments to the Clemson
Student Body constitution were
proposed in bill form by Senator John Dickerson for the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
The amendments were separated into bills concerning
various parts of the constitution.
The amendments proposed
in the bills include:

Frosh Enrollment To
Exceed 1500 In Fall

Three
PennyOpera

Number 25

Final performances of the Three Penny
Opera, the Clemson Players' second production of the semester, will be tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m. in the Food
Industries Auditorium. Admission for
Clemson students is free upon presentation
of I.D. cards, $1.25 for adults, and $.75 for
others.
Characters from the production pictured
above are Lee Hair (bottom left), Sam
Smith, and Sandra Poole; top, Ted Clairborn (left), Steve Mosley, and Redman
Coyle. (Photo by McDuffie)

Mr. Arthur West of Admissions said this week that
about 1500 to 1525 new students will attend the main campus next fall.
As of February 23, 42 per
cent of all accepted students
will study Engineering. Arts
and Sciences have 28percentoi
the accepted candidates enrolled in it.
About 13 per cent of the accepted freshmen have enrolled
in Agricultural fields or Biological Sciences. Industrial Man-

agement and Textiles have 10
percent of the new class registered.
About 3 per cent of the incoming students will study Architecture, and almost 4 per cent
of the new freshman class are
enrolled in Education.
Mr. West said that it is "hard
to say" the exact number of
new students that will attend
here. From 200 to 250 of the
freshman class will be women.
This new class will be bigger
than last year's freshman class.

—Changes in the preamble.
—Allowing students at the
main campus, regardless of
whether student activity fees
have been paid, to be a member of the Student Government.
—Student Government will be
free from any department of the
university.
—The student senate is to be
consulted by the administration
before passage or recommendation to the Board of
Trustees of any policy affecting
students.
—The student senate will be
able to meet with the administration for discussion of any
differing views on such policies.
—No change will be made in
the policies covered in a bill
unless the change is passed by
the senate or there is a change
in S. C. law or policy of the
Board of Trustees.
—To allow the student senate
to disburse through an annual
appropriations bill all funds derived from the student fees to
be used for student activities,
including student organizations, major service organizations, fine arts, and athletics.
—Bills passed by the student
senate concerning administrative policy or procedures must
bear the signature of the vicepresident of the department concerned to become effective.
In other Senate action Senator Frank Copeland reported
that the Dixie Skydivers Club
had been approved. Also, Junior Senator Harry Degear resigned from his senate seat.

said I said last year are completely two different things.

"IN THEFIRSTplace, I said
that Clemson would never have
a program exactly like the universities of Alabama and Georgia have in which athletes are
segregated totally from the student body.
"We think we have a program
which will be at an advantage
to everyone, and athletes will
still be a part of the student
body," Mr. Edwards continued.
Earlier in the week Matthew
had questioned the athletes'
support of a private dorm. He
said, "Several athletes have expressed their distaste for the
dorm and the 'jock' image it

will help to build."
Matthew then added, "It is,
of course, significant that one
of the newer dorms was chosen.
The eighth barracks is especially close to the Field House, as
are several sections of the large
dorm complex. Also, the eighth
barracks is right at the dining
hall which would be convenient."
President Edwards answered
Matthew on Wednesday, saying, "such decisions are policy
decisions by the administration with power vested in it by
the Board of Trustees."
"I think everyone should remember that we are trying to
better Clemson all the time, and
we would not evolve a program
that would not be beneficial to
everyone."

Jr. Walker And All-Stars
I Highlight Junior- Senior
I
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Junior-Senior 1967, sponsored by theCDAand
the senior class, will Include a weekend of entertainment on April 14-15.
These presentations are open to students of all
classes, and seniors will be admitted free.
Friday night, April 14, the CDA will present
an informal dance featuring Junior Walker and
the All-Stars accompanied by the Prophets.
The dance will be in the Field House from 9:00
p.m. until 1:00 a.m., and the admission will
be $3.50 a couple.
Saturday afternoon, April 15, the senior class
will sponsor a concert with the Tarns to be presented in the Field House.
This concert will be informal, and the admission will be $1.00 per person.
On Saturday night, the CDA will present an informal dance featuring the Swinging Medallions,
from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m. in the Field House. The
admission will be $3.00 per couple.
The Medallions began their career with the hit
recording "Double Shot," and since then have
played in cities throughout the South.
This singing group includes eight South Carolina boys whose music is now nationally famous.

Board Of Visitors Is
Inspecting University
The Clemson University
Board of Visitors is inspecting the university today and
have been here since Wednesday.
The board's membership includes two members from each
of six districts in the state, and
one hold-over member, J. B.
Harris, Jr., vice president of
Greenwood Mills. The group is
observing the university's operations and needs, and is submitting suggestions and recommendations to the administration.
Dr. Robert C. Edwards,
Clemson president, welcomed
the guests at a luncheon Wednesday, after which the board
conducted an organizational
meeting and elected a secretary and hold-over member for
1968.
Board members are:
District 1: Attorney Clyde A
Eltzroth of Hampton; Miss
Caroline Pardue, headmistress
of Ashley Hall, Charleston. District 2: Norman LeBlanc, plant
manager of Shuron Continental's Barnwell plant; Tom W.
Smith, co-owner of Winchester
Smith Farms, Inc., Williston.
Also District 3: Harry S. Bell,

a farmer from Ward; Johnson
Craig, director of outside improvements with Abney Mills,
Greenwood; District 4: R. M.
Erwin, vice president and director of sales with Laurens
Glass, Inc., Laurens; Benjamin 0. Johnson, vice president
and general counsel for
Spartan Mills and affiliated
companies, Spartanburg.
Also District 5: E. B. Funderburk, a farmer from Lancaster;
C. B. Mitchell of Mitchell Insurance Agency, Bethune; District 6: W. E. Dargan, owner
and operator of Wrenfield
Farm, Route 3, Darlington; B.
Thomas White, senior vice president of South Carolina National Bank at Florence.
Wednesday's schedule included a tour of the main campus, the Student Health Service, and other university facilities. Visits to the computer
center, new dormitories and
library, and an engineering
orientation were included in
Thursday's itinerary.
A tour of the Simpson Experiment Station and visits to
various academic departments
will be featured today.

Speakers-A Scource Of Concern
By DENNIS BOLT
Tiger Staff Writer
Cultural activity, one of the
three aspects of social atmosphere, is of major concern
among students, student leaders, and administrators.
This concern reflects the importance placed on cultural activities by those involved.
Cultural activity should go
hand in hand with academic endeavors, not to create cultural
experts, but to produce wellrounded, open-minded individuals.
TO BE ADEPT in a particular field of study is not enough
if one is to be a responsible
individual. Academic ability
must be augmented with cultural appreciation in order to
create a wholesome mental attitude.
The purpose of a concert, a
lecture, or a play is not to bore
the audience, but to improve
the individual's outlook on human experience through the
arts.
Dean of Women Susan G.
Delony stresses the importance

The Social Atmosphere
Part II
of cultural activity this way:
"Of course we want our students to be able in their fields
of study, but we also want them
to be interested in cultural activity, the arts. The student
might very well be more able
to make the transition to adulthood if he has some degree of
cultural awareness and appreciation."
What cultural activities, then,
does Clemson offer?
The Fine Arts Committee,
headed by Dr. Claud Green and
consisting of various departmental heads, faculty members,
administrators, and three students, is the main, and almost
only, source of cultural activities at Clemson.
This committee sponsors the
Concert Series, and the annual
Shakespearean play.
The Foreign Film Series and
lectures are run by departments, and the Rudolph Lee
Art Gallery is sponsored and
produced by the School of Architecture.

THE PRIMARY function of
the Fine Arts Committee is to
plan and produce the Concert
Series. Since 1940, the Concert Series has provided musical entertainment from Student
Activities Fee funds and from
ticket sales to adults and local
high school and college students. The performances are
traditionally classical, but from
time to time, other types of performances are presented.
The Clemson Players, a student drama group, presents
various plays throughout the
year.
The YMCA theater, throughout the year, secures and presents currently acclaimed films.
Are these activities adequate
and do they correlate with the
importance of cultural activity?
Student opinion is generally
favorable toward the Concert
Series. The quality of the performers is lauded by the students. Many of those who attended the Jaime Laredo concert were quite enthusiastic over
the performance.

While the student comments
on the Concert Series are laudatory, many of them feel that
Clemson should present semipop performers such as "Herb
Alpert and the Tijuana Brass,
Al Hirt, and other such performers."
Student opinion is also laudatory of the annual Shakespearean play. This year's production of The Tempest by the
National Players was regarded
as "a fine production and an
enjoyable performance." It is
felt, however, that there should
be more classical plays. Not
only do the students in the audience enjoy the performances,
but they can "improve their
grades in some English classes
by attending."
There is a widespread lack of
interest in the Foreign Film
Series. Comment on these presentations was almost nil.
THE LECTURE Series was
the main source of criticism.
Students feel that rather than
having departmental lectures,
(Continued on page 6)

Sun Deck

This picture of Ann Teny was taken by alert Tiger roving photographer Angus
McDuffie. Ann was one of several coeds taking advantage of warm weather atop
Girls Dorm No. 2.

The Open Column

Senator Pleads
For S.G. Interest

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration, the
faculty, or the student body as a whole.
iClemson, S. C, Friday, March 17, 1967

Edgar And The Job
Edgar McGee is a happy presidentelect this week, as well he should be.
That happiness will mellow during
the next three weeks, however, as the
time approaches when the new president must take office.
The job and the responsibilities of
the new president will be greater, perhaps, than those of any of his predecessors. Edgar McGee knows this.
He knows he will inherit many of the
problems and the issues of the current
student leaders. And the main issues
are rather clear.
The main question he must answer
is: Where does Student Government fit
into the university structure? The debate on this issue has continued for
much of the present semester, and two
top administrators and a student leader disagreed this week in the lead story
on page one.
There are several alternatives to the
opposite stands of student leaders
and administrators. One of these alternatives must be chosen. If anything
has been clear, it is that the present
system will not satisfy students. On
the other hand, administrators do
not agree with complete self-government for the students. Some compromise must be implemented. We have
suggested previously a Student Affairs Council composed of the executive officers and the top student leaders. There are other alternatives. One
must be found.
The role of students in selecting
speakers for the campus community
will probably remain an issue for the
new president to resolve. On this one
topic, at least, the student community
is in general agreement. Reporter Dennis Bolt found many students dissatisfied with campus speakers while he
was researching his two part series on
the social atmosphere. Two separate
Student Senates have passed a bill
"dealing with this issue. No action has
yet been taken.
Three students are members of the
Fine Arts Committee that obtains
speakers for the university. But one
problem they have encountered is a
lack of funds. A new concept needs to
be realized concerning speakers here.
Most students interviewed by Reporter
Bolt expressed a desire for nationally
known figures to appear on campus.
This desire must be met with a program that will benefit the entire campus community, not one department.
We rather like the Senate's proposed
Student Speakers Bureau, but if this
does not meet agreement some other
means must be found.
The last major problem that will be
facing the new president will be student involvement in national affairs.
The Senate is presently considering affiliation with the U. S. National Student Association. A seven-man com-

mittee of top Senate personnel will
have its recommendation on the Senate floor within a short while. There
are advantages and disadvantages to
the discussed affiliation, but the one we
like best is the first year cost of only
21 dollars. All we can do here is to
speculate about NSA. There may be
problems not now visible. A trial
period is certainly in order.
There are other problems that the
new president will face, but these three
are certainly the largest. If he can resolve these questions, he will have
done a job.
To his credit, he has been on the
President's Cabinet for the past two
years. He is fully aware of the job
that Gray Walsh and Danny Speights
have done during that time. He has
impressed us as being serious about
the new role he will be expected to
fill. He knows, also, that the administration of this university will take
his government seriously.
In the last several weeks, nine recommendations of the government have
been implemented. The two most important are the changes in the dining
hall and the reduced price for season
date tickets. This signals a new awareness on the part of the executive officers that student suggestions can be
constructive and beneficial. Certainly, this awareness is a good sign.
It certifies that the president of the
student body will be called on in the
future to make the desires of the students known. We know that Edgar
McGee will answer that call.

Chronicle
The Chronicle has now been a major
service organization for three days
and already it is becoming hard to live
with them on the ninth level publication hall in the student center.
Editor Paul Morris has redone the
offices and restructured his organization. The Chronicle offices are now
second to none.
And we rather like the new image
that Editor Morris has given to his
publication. The last issue was especially pleasing to the eye. It is good
to see at last on this somewhat culturally deprived campus a student
magazine of the class of the Chronicle.
Mr. Morris is to be congratulated as
the editor of the best magazine in the
state. We are sure that Miss Nancy
Miller, editor of Taps, which was
named the best annual in the state
last weekend, will agree with us when
we say that the Chronicle has finally
deserved its place on our publications
hall.

.
.
ACtlOTl
At The
PitllS*
i VMS

This action shot was taken during the height of election
excitement, about 4:30 Tuesday afternoon. Note the enthousiastic crowd anxiously awaiting their chance at the
polls. (Maybe more than 20% would have voted had the
balloting process been faster.) And especially note our
canine friend George, so overcome by the rushing throng
**lat ^e ^as Passe<* ou* on lne frantic quadrangle. And the
sun sinks slowly into the west over our apathetic Clemson
campus.—Hillside.

By JOHN CAUTHEN
Class of '70 Senator
Does Clemson really have a
student government? Some
have defined it as self-government. Some feel no government
exists. Others say it is a popularity contest. In many cases
these labels fit. But yet another
case exists which I believe to
hold the real idea.
Student government is your
government. The important
word is your. You are the motive of student government; it is
your fortress for protection.
You are the reason for its existence. Without you, the individual student, student government isn't worth its salt. It is
your fault if you are not happy
with the rules, benefits, or rights
that you deserve but don't receive.
The Clemson student government has been weak because
you, that great individual who
shows strong interest in his
school, have given your mighty
support. Did you know that if
you voted in the election, that
you are one of the students who
total a magnificent 20 percent
of the student body? Who did
you vote for in the last election?
A name? A face? Would you believe a hero?

Students Lack Maturity
By JAMES HEMPHILL
Tiger Columnist
A bunch of my buddies from
my high school and I started
at North Carolina State several
years ago. Most of us eventually busted out, not because we
were not capable of doing the
work, but because we did not
have the maturity to discipline
ourselves to the daily grind of
the university.
Had the university forced us
to do the necessary work, instead of leaving it up to our own
initiative, all of us would be
graduate engineers now.
Now when I look at freshmen
at Clemson I see them making
the same mistakes we made. I
see them flunking out too, not
because they are not smart
enough, but because they are
too young and full of the enjoyment of life to voluntarily confine themselves to books for
eight hours a day.
Many of the smartest and the
most imaginative students bog
down under the self-inflicted tor-rure of incessant studying.
Some students make it through,
either because they have the
maturity, the intelligence, or
just plain lack of lust for life.
But the guys who bust out are
blamed for lack of maturity as
though a boy of twenty was
supposed to be mature.
Sure, he may feel mature and
tell you he is mature, but he
seldom acts mature. He sees
himself as compared to high
school students. He should see
himself as businessmen see him.
He looks more childish to them
than high school kids do to
him.
A person usually does not
reach any semblance of maturity until he is in his forties.
Most contributions to technology and society are made by
men in their forties, fifties, and
sixties. The leaders of government and industry, those men
who make the radical new
changes and innovations in our
society, are men in the so-called

Cox?

middle age of life.
Since it is to the advantage of
Today's society is so in- the students to learn now while
volved and its technology so they are too young to hold
complex that it takes a man al- down a good job, and to the
most a lifetime of study to un- advantage of the state to have
derstand it and to learn the facts more college graduates, it is the
about it.
duty of the university to force
A boy of twenty still exists in the students to do their daily
the fantasy world that he grew studying. Professors must daily
up in. His mind is filled with assign specific drills to the stusimplified examples, general- dents that will teach them the
ized theories, beautiful idealogi- material, and check daily to see
can concepts, and Utopian that the students have done
ideals. At twenty he has been a them. Although, students will
student all his life and has yet not like the idea because it
to get a glimpse of the problems means that they have to do their
that face a man, and of the homework, and faculty will not
knowledge that a man must ac- like the idea because it will mean
quire.
that they have to check it.
A young man must hustle if
It is the duty of the university
he hopes to catch up with society to assign extra work to those
by the time he is in his middle students who have difficulty
years. He must keep his mouth with a subject, to help them
shut and learn from his elders learn the material, and to place
until he is an elder if he wants in closed study those students
to be one of the contributors who are unable to allocate their
to society.
time to finish their homework.
The university is asking too
But it is also the duty of the
much of a student when it ex- university to allow the students
pects him to act mature, for he time to play and to raise hell.
is not mature. But the university Students should have long
should compel him to learn now weekends and many holidays
so that he can get a head start to have parties, take trips, get
on the educational process of plastered, shack-up, and to forlife, so that when the day comes get about the school for a while.
when he does reach maturity he
The students need to have the
will have the knowledge he satisfied feeling at the end of a
needs to work with.
day that they have completed
In college a student's main all of their assigned homework
motivation is to play and en- and can watch television, shoot
joy life. For him to do anything pool, or do anything they want
else is unnatural. He should to without the guilty feeling of
play while he is young, because "slacking off."
The administration should
as he gets older, that desire for
fun will be replaced by a driv- liberalize their view of students'
ing desire to accomplish and morals and allow, even encourage, the students to get out and
create.
While he is young he should be sociable, to meet people and
invest in his future by devoting to try life, love and liquor.
To be normal a man mustbe
some of his time to study to get
direction and background. But well-rounded and be able to
although everyone agrees that work and get along with people.
investing in their future is a He must understand people and
good idea, they somehow find it life and know "what it is all
hard to give up something now about," if he is to enjoy life
in hopes of more later. Like and accomplish anything.
In brief, let's work a little.
Social Security, sometimes you
just have to make people do Let's play a little, and let's
what is best for them in the long hope that the army lets us grow
run.
old.

More than likely you didn't
vote; and if you did vote, you
voted for a name. Just a name
that could make, break, fer prolong a weak student government. It's not really your fault,
now is it? Never. It's his fault.
He's in office. He did it. No,
maybe he didn't, that's right.
It's Dean Cox's fault. Now
you're talkin'. He is the so-andso who is holding back S. G.
Wait a minute. There's a little
more to it. Ah-hah! It's Dr.
Edwards' fault! You've got
your finger on him now. He is
the one making all the trouble.
The president, sure; you should
have thought of it before now.
What's wrong with you?

Lazy?
Almost everything! Wake up,
you average Clemson student.
You are lazy. You want freedom; but you want to be lazy,
too. Make up your mind! What
do you want? The trouble is
you! You live by your sacred
"Ten Comments" which follow:
1) Thou shalt blame all S. G.
officers before all others.
2) Thou shalt steer clear of
all interest in student government.
3) Thou shalt vote only for
names because thou knowest
personally they can be depended on to do a poor job in S. G.
4) Thou shalt burn all booklets of rules and regulations because they make such pretty
flames.
5) Thou shalt cry whence the
campus has been littered.
6) Thou shalt brag on S. G.
achievements — mild, but yet
outstanding to the taste.
7) Thou shalt let S. G. officers be lazy and their positions
be sociable only.
8) Thou shalt never miss an
opportunity to speak on the behalf of the do-nothings who
really do something (whatever
that is).

9) Thou shalt hide any desire to show any personal concern over the failings to produce
a strong S. G., for that would
mean personal effort (work)
and thou shalt above most be
lazy.
10) Above all, thou must
sing praises from rumors about
CD A (no facts).
These "Ten Comments"make
your beloved code. You don't
need to know who runs the
show. They can't do anything
without you. They can't do
anything without you. They
can't do anything without you!
Three times! Do you get the
point? You! You! You! Wake
up! How many times must you
be told that if you want to see
any changes you must take interest.

Speak
If you don't like something,
speak up! Care enough to get
others interested. If you succeed, real student government
will shape up. Ride your officers; find out what they are
doing. Don't let them loaf; they
are denying you ofyourrights.
Make officers hate their work.
Break up the party. Get the
show on the road.
The fireworks won't show
overnight. We have a few weaklings in student government.
Names—that's all. Let's find
out who works and who is a
name. If he doesn't work—cut
him down — show no mercy on
him. The student government
must be made strong and
powerful through good leadership. Good leadership is close
but not near its best. How can
it be when only two students
were nominated for president of
the student body, and fewer in
another office!
I challenge all Clemson students to get up off their rears
and take interest. Ask who?
Ask why? Care! I know that
if the students get behind the
student government, much better rules and rights can be
made and given. All of S. G.
is in the building process. All
views and interests are necessary.

A Feiv
Also I feel, though sad to say,
that only a few will heed my
challenge. I hope for at least
100 students' attention. If the
100 take a keen interest, I am
sure each will persuade three
others. Next year300willbeinterested. The year following
900. In five or six years maybe 75 percent of the student
body will take interest.
But five or six years. That
won't do us any good. Prove
me wrong. Take interest, switch
rather than fight; then fight
for freedom, power, and the
pursuit of happiness. I am trying to push student government. Help me. Help yourself!
I want to see Clemson students
receive liberties that they deserve and should have. No one
can shut my mouth. Can you
say the same? Rightnow Ican't
hear you. Wake up and scream!
Come alive; a lot can be done.
Let's get things from under the
"black cloak." Changes are
needed in you and in student
government.

Letters To Tom

Today's Targets: KKK, University Sign, Cool Hillside
Dear Tom,
It may come as a surprise to
many to learn that the KKK is
active on the Clemson campus.
This organization, not widely
recognized nationally, is the
Klemson Kiddy Korps. Its
goals are simple and straightforward, namely, to raise student fees by as large an incre-

ment as possible, and to lower
the status of Clemson to that of
a Kow Kollege. A suppleThere are two divisions presently active in the Korps. One
is the intradormitory group,
which specializes in throwing
toilet paper, plugging up
latrines, breaking windows,
damaging
telephones, and

otherwise demonstrating its full
brain and muscle power,
mentary goal is to aid its members in their drive to flunk out
as quickly as possible.
The outdoor division, made
up of real he-men, has devised
a special Sunday evening activity. This consists of tearing up
the area in front of the Field

Here We Go Again
You've seen this picture before. It appeared in The Tiger two weeks ago. If we
sent a photographer to the same area on the fraternity quadrangle today, we'd get
the same picture. The cars still bounce, bounce over the curb and rocks on and off
the quadrangle. Greek Week is here now. Aren't all of you out-of-town guests impressed with our Grecian driveway? How long, dear P-Plant, how long?

House by holding drag races in
this space. Along with the automotive aspects of this work are
the shouting, whistling, and related sounds that are so impressive at one o'clock in the
morning.
Other functions are being
planned, but the above should
outline fairly clearly the intellectual level of the organization.
Membership
qualifications are clear-cut. The first requirement is an IQ equal to or
less than the member's predicted GPR. The second is a sincere desire to bring dishonor to
Clemson and pain to the hearts
of one's parents.
This organization is unique
in that it has an unlimited budget, with all funds supplied from
student fees. Furthermore, it
has the distinct advantage of
getting all these funds without
official budget allocations. All
it needs to do is carry out its
projects, and watch gleefully
while repairs are made from the
aforementioned student fees.
There are three classes of
membership: active, honorary,
and supporting.
The active
members do the work and gain
the personal satisfaction of seeing their own ideas put into
practice. The honorary members are those who know of
these activities in detail, but who
remain silent and thus aid and
abet the work by their tacit approval. The whole student body
is the supporting membership,
since it is their money which is
used to make the necessary repairs.
In conclusion, then, let us all
give three cheers for the KKK!
With friends like these on the

campus, who needs enemies?
Name Withheld By Request

Sign Needed
Since being associated with
Clemson University for a number of years, I have often wondered why this educational institution displays no identifying
sign upon entering the campus.
Other institutions of higher
learning in South Carolina (i.
e., Winthrop College) are distinctly marked in such a manner.
I will be the first to admit
that anyone could find the
Clemson University campus if
they found the town of Clemson; but, I do not think that this
sign should necessarily be erected as a guidepost but more as
a symbol of pride in this very
fine and growing university. I
cannot help but wonder if this
question has even been brought
up before and how the Clemson students feel about such a
proposal.
In a way of a suggestion, it
appears that the traffic island
in front of the
old library
would be an ideal spotfor these
words: CLEMSON UNIVERSITY.
Name Withheld By Request

Coed Vs. Hill
Dear Tom,
Since Mr. Hill expects some
comments on his last article in
The Tiger, I would like to be
the first to fulfill his expectations.
In general Mr. Hill seems to
disapprove of the Clemson Coed. They have certainly not

lived up to his expectations, and
I'm sure that he has not lived
up to their's either. Charlie may
have been cool at one time but
he has certainly blown it lately.
If we do have a coed problem
here at Clemson, it's because of
Mr. Hill and others who think
like him.

Everyone is entitled to his
opinion, but Charlie seems to
have followed the old set of instructions — "Open mouth, insert foot." How can anyone expect to get a date with a girl
whose reputation he has just
tried to demolish with his five
points of improvement? If Jie

doesn't like them the way they
are I suggest that he stays in
Columbia the next time he goes.
I don't think they need to be improved.
Neil Baer
Class of '68
Richard Davis
Class of '70
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Students Comment On National
Lottery, Reduced Grad Deferments
By STYLES F. COBB
Tiger Staff Writer
Editor's Note: A special Presidential committee has recommended that the present draft
law, expiring on June 30, be
changed. The new plan calls for
a national lottery of 19-yearolds to fill the manpower needs
of U. S. Armed Forces, removal
of deferments for all post graduate work other than medical
or dental students, and calling
up for special duty men now
classified as 1-Y (temporarily
physically exempt).
"If a person goes into the
army first, he will not only be
older before going to college,
but there is the gruesome chance
he might not ever get to go at
all. I had really rather come to
college prior to military duty."
Case No. 3*4-46-941, Larry
Philpott, male, single, aged 18,
presently classified 2-S (student
deferment). Mr. Philpott will be
19 in July and therefore among
the first men to be covered by
the plan should it go into effect
then.
"THE NEW PLAN would
provide a break in the habit of
studying, which might discourage some people from
going. Not only that, but after
service a guy is more tempted to
take a job and shy away from
monotonous books," Mr. Philpott said.
"One other thing that is unfair
in this plan," continued Philpott, "is that it's proposing to
take first those who have never
had a chance to voice their opinion in the government. It would
be a little more fair if those
liable under this plan could vote
then they became suspectible."

The Band Company (top) didn't lose its cool as it won the "Skin-the snake" contest in the Army ROTC Field Day.
The ROTC boys go charging through a pile of flour (above center) in search of
money during the annual Army ROTC Field Day.
Members of the Light Brigade (left) got into the act in the Egg-Throw contest.
(Photos by Levine)

Band Company Takes Top Honors
Winning the "caterpillar"race
and the "skin-the-snake" contest, the Band Company, commanded by Cadet Major
Marion B. Crooks, took top
honors in the Army ROTC
Field Day on March 9, in Memorial Stadium.
The Counter Guerrilla Platoon finished second while
Company B-l and Company
D-4 tied for third place. Company D-3 was fourth and Company B-3 and Company B-4
were tied for the fifth place.

Cadet Sgt. Doug Neely, a
platoon sergeant for Company
C-4, won the sit-ups contest as
he did 85 repetitions of the situps exercise in the time limit of
two minutes.
Cadet Stephen Tippling, a
squad leaderfor Company D-3,
did 82 push-ups in two minutes
to win the push-ups competition. Pershing Rifle Cadet
Willie Jordan won the R. W.
Simpson Award for the best
drilled cadet of the year.
Cadet Bob Scesny and Light

Brigade sponsor Cindy Gramling for Company C-3 teamed
up together to out-distance and
out-last other teams in the EggThrow Contest. Counter Guerrilla Cadet Chuck Front disassembled and re-assembled an
M-l rifle in a total time of 42
seconds to best all other competition in the event.
In the final round of the TugO-War, Company D-2 defeated
Company C-4 to take the first
place points. In the Dizzy-Izzy
Company B-l edged the Field

Catholic Chaplin Opposed To U. S.
Commitment In Viet Nam Conflict
By JOHN DAVEY
Tiger Staff Writer
"I feel that it is my duty as
a Christian, a clergyman, and
as an American to speak out
against the United States' commitment in Vietnam," Father
Eugene Kelly, Catholic chaplain at Furman University said
at a meeting of the Newman
Student Association on March
8.
Father Kelly is well known
for his letters to the editor in
many South Carolina newspapers and for his participation in a clergy picket of the
White House.
The Newman Student Association, the Catholic student organization at Clemson, invited
Father Kelly to lead a discussion of his views on Vietnam.

Charlotte
(Continued from page 1)
15 dollars for his sports story
on college boxing. A total of
60 entries were judged in this
contest.
The Tiger was named second
runner-up for the best large college newspaper award. The Old
Gold and Black from Wake
Forest was named the best college paper, and The Daily Tar
Heel (UNC) was first runnerup.
Twenty-six colleges and universities from North and South
Carolina entered the contest.

We use horrible weapons such
as napalm which make no distinction between soldiers and
civilians."
Another example of the inhumanity of the Vietnam war,
Father Kelly said, was the
wholesale deportation of villages in areas such as the Iron
Triangle. He said that the
United States deported 10,000
people and destroyed their villages. These people did not
want to leave.
"We are in Vietnam because
people want to fight barbaric
communism. And yet we drop
down to the enemy's level."
The division of Vietnam, Father Kelly stated, was only a
temporary military division,
not a permanent political agreement. He said that the struggle
is a civil war, with America the
only outside political and military force.
"I am not an expert on Vietnam," Father Kelly said.
"However, I feel that I have an
obligation to speak out. I am
not a critic of individual men
in Vietnam, but I am a critic
of government policy in regards to this war."
FATHER

KELLY called

war in Vietnam immoral and
barbarous. "We are aligned
with people who torture prisoners. This is a violation of international agreements and a
violation of our Christian
faith."
"In this war, civilian casualties outnumber military casualties. Our government knows
exactly how many Viet Cong
are killed, but it never seems to
know how many civilians die.
"All of South East Asia will
not fall under communist domination. We overlook nationalism. Vietnam wants to be
ruled by Vietnamese, not by
China or the United States."
THE UNITEDSTATES
should pursue four points for
the end of the Vietnam war, he
said. These are:
1. Show willingness to negotiate without conditions;
2. Unconditionally stop
bombing the North;
3. State explicitly that the
United States will negotiate with
the Viet Cong and invite other
nations to the conference table;
4. Begin to de-escalate the
war in the South.
"Negotiations involve risk,"
Father Kelly said, "but these
risks are better than moving
closer to a World War."

RONNIMART
P. O. Box 75 — Tremonton, Utah 84337

The Major Rudolph Anderson Jr. Squadron of the Arnold Air Society has presented
two awards, in the form of
plaques, to organizations
which participated in the blood
drive on February 27.
The National Society of Scabbard and Blade received the
award for the organization with,
the greatest numerical participation.
The Dixie Sky Divers were recipients of the award for the organizations with the greatest
percentage of membership in
participation.

EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY

"OF COURSE," remarked
No. 45-6-21-888, "If a boy
knows he might get drafted,
he could choose not to enter college until after his service was
finished. Then it could happen
that he would be missed and
would have then wasted a
couple of years. The point is
that it might cut out more people

Col. Frederick B. Outlaw,
Professor of Military Science at
Davidson College, is heading
the Federal Inspection Team
that is currently inspecting the
Army ROTC Brigade and Detachment in the annual Federal
Inspection.
The six-man inspection team
arrived at Clemson Wednesday
and began inspecting the Army
facilities at Clemson Thursday.
Thursday morning the inspectors received a briefing
from Col. Melvin C. Brown
after which they sat in on two
freshman Military Science
classes. The team visited the
Pershing Rifle Lounge and the
Rifle Lounge.
During a tour of the campus,
the inspection team watched a
demonstration by the Counter
Guerrilla Team; they also visited the new library. The team
also heard a briefing by Cadet Col. James L. Sutherland,
Cadet Brigade Commander.
After the tour of the campus,
the Federal Inspectors attended
a joint Army-Air Force Review
afterwhich a number of the
Army ROTC Companies were
inspected by the Inspection
Team.

Today the Inspection Team
visited more Military Science
classrooms. They also visited
with President of the University
R. C. Edwards. The team completed their Clemsonvisitwith a
luncheon in the Clemson
House.

from college than it should."
The final case is No. 34-261-709, Jimmy Snoddy, male,
single, presently classified 1SC (temporarily deferred pending end of scholastic year).
Facing a possible 1-AlnMay,
Snoddy said, "I don't think that
this or any new draft plan
would be so controversial if it
weren't for the war in Viet Nam
and the possibility that being
drafted meant the end of ALL
education for its victims."
"Presently," Snoddy explained, "equal treatment is
merely an idea. Something,
not necessarily the national lottery plan, is needed to improve
the situation. Naturally, I think
that there are some just deferments which a national lottery
system might ignore."
Commenting on the question
of the vote for draft eligibles,
Snoddy said "I cannot see that
it makes any real difference
whether the GI could vote or
not. Then again, why don't you
ask me at the end of this semester?"
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— get it yourself!
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All checked out...
Jantzen's "Smile Girl" gingham check, so popular
it's become a legend. Soft foam-lined bra
with button-adjustable spaghetti straps; a flourish
of ruffles. Bias-cut, lined trunk with drawcord.
Tops on the checklist: a matching beach shirt.
Pinkapulco, lemon drop, blue hawaii, neptune navy.
(65% Dupont Dacron® polyester, 35% cotton
8iC Medium Point 19t

lining: 100% cotton)
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NEEDS SHOP

Checkerino bikini, sizes 8-14,

Checkerino beach shirt, S-M-L $10.00.
BiC Fina Point Z5t
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Spring Has Arrived

Harper's 5&10

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
BIC'S rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
BIC'S "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by-sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.
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WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MRFORD, CONN.

COMPLETE LINE OF

EASTER CARDS
STUFFED ANIMALS
EASTER BASKETS
REGISTER FOR THE LARGE EASTER BUNNY
PER PERSON

TO BE GIVEN AWAY ON SAT., MARCH 25th

r

MONDAYS . . . CHICKEN FRY
SPAGHETTI NIGHT
CI.EMSON, S. C

"Since most boys are in their
sophomore year at college
when they reach 19," stated
Byrd, "this new plan will put a
gap in their education which obviously isn't good."

AROTC Undergoes
Federal Inspection

"THIS INCLUDES investigating cases of deferment where
none is deserved. Hence I approve of calling up more I-Y's.
These are usually the cases of
which I was speaking."
"As far as this plan interrupts
education, I think it might be a
healthy break. Of course it's

AT

ALL YOU $
CAN EAT

HIGHWAY 123 AT 93

Awards

Case No. 45-6-21-888, J.
Robert Byrd, male, single, aged
19, classified 1-Y (temporarily
physically deferred) "First, let
me say that I don't think they
should call up 1-Y's period."

Case No. 25-3-36-921, Richard D. Davis, male, single, aged
21, classified 1-D (reserves).
An advanced AFROTC cadet
unaffected by the new plan, Mr.
Davis said, "There are some
cases where people would perform a better service to their
country by continuing their
education with a deferment. If
the plan eliminates post graduate deferments except in the
two mentioned fields, a lot of
benefits will be lost in other
areas of equal importance."
"Therefore, though the national lottery may be fair, it
is not necessarily the best for
the country if the potential graduate students are to be included.
The key to the problem is the
understanding of special
cases," Mr. Davis said.

YOU LUCKY VW OWNERS!
Keep your Volkswagon young. Send $1.00 for 56 page
catalog on wavs to increase the value and usefulness of
your VW. Write to:

tiOUUARDjOtMfOnJ
T
T

THURSDAYS

Day champions, the Band
Company. Company D-1 finished third.
Company B-l took the first
place in the eight man PiggyBack Race. Company C-3 was
the second place winner, while
Company C-3 was third.
Cadet Major Ralph S. Rustin
was project officer for the Field
Day. Major Jon C. Crawford,
assistant professor of military
science, was the Military Science
Department advisor for the
event.

Asked whether he thought the
National Lottery was the answer to obtaining fair and equal
treatment, Case No. 38446941 said simply, "No I don't
like the idea of a National Lottery. It would be too cold and
unconcerned. A man would be
but a number."

only healthy if you make it
back."
Commenting on the previous
idea of allowing draft eligible
men to vote before reaching
21, Davis said, "In the words
of an old expression, ' If you're
old enough to fight for your
country, you're old enough to
vote'."

Remember: Harper's
Sells It For Less

Sportswear — Main Floor
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Tigers Open Baseball Season,
Host Cats For Two-Day Series
By SAM COPELAND
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tigers open
their home baseball schedule
today at 3 o'clock as they play
host to the Kentucky Wildcats.
The second game of the two day
series will be played tomorrow
at 12 noon.
The Tigers will be trying to
rid themselves of an opening
game jinx. According to the records, the Clemson team has
won only nine opening games
in the last 61 years. Head baseball coach, Bill Wilhelm, said
that his boys will have to be
sharp if they expect to win.
In analyzing the Kentucky
team Wilhelm stated, "They are
a much improved team over
last year when they had an 810 record. They should give us
two real good games."
The Tiger coach was not sure
as to who will pitch today. He
did say that he would start
either Charlie Watson or Bill
Parmer and let the other one
have the starting assignment
Saturday. Working in the bullpen both days for the Tigers
will be Pete Myers, Bill James,
and Nelson Gibson.
Eddie Barbary is slated to
start behind the plate unless
he is bothered by his elbow.
If Barbary is not able to catch,
Mike McCall will handle the
catching duties for Clemson.
MUSICAL iNBTRUMtrrra
ANb ACCESSORIES

TELEPHONE
326-6371-73

Ron Zupa, a junior who hit when a right hander throws and either Dineen or Johnson
.280 last year will be at first for the opposition.
will hit seventh. If Barbary
base. Last season in a reserve
Keith Waters will be in cen- :plays he will bat eighth; but if
role behind Ellis Dantzler, Ron terfield for Clemson. The North he doesn't play, then Helms will
committed only one error.
Augusta junior hit .333 last sea- bat in the eighth spot and play
Rusty Adkins, one of the son, and in addition he made shortstop. The pitcher, either
team's co-captains, will be at some fantastic catches to save Watson or Parmer, will hit last.
second base. Rusty, who hit the Tigers some valuable runs.
The Tigers have an elastic
.364 last year, has a career
Val Johnson and John Di- team this season, as is indibatting average of .400. The neen will platoon in right field. cated by the fact that they have
Fort Mill senior also led the Johnson hits from the left side three or four players who can
team in hits with forty-four. and will be used against right play more than one position.
Shortstop will be handled by handed pitching while Dineen This will be an important facGary Helms and Buster Smith. will play when a left-hander tor in case there are more inWilhelm was not sure as to faces the Tigers.
juries.
which would be given the startThe batting order for ClemFollowing the Kentucky
ing role, but added that both son is practically set. Adkins series, Clemson will host Tenwould see plenty of action be- will lead-off, Zupa will hit sec- nessee for a two game set on
fore the year was over. Helms ond, and Smith will bat third. Monday and Tuesday. Coach
is a hold over from last year, Mike McCall will be the clean- Wilhelm said that he plans to
and Buster Smith is one of the up hitter, and either James or use Lodgek and Whitfield as
promising players up from the Sharman will hit fifth. Keith the starting pitchers, but he is
freshman team.
Waters is scheduled to bat sixth not sure which one will hurl
Starting at third base for the
on Monday. The relief staff will
Tigers will be Mike McCall unbe the same as in the Kentucky
less he has to catch for Barseries, and barring any unbary. Mike, who is the younger
foreseen injury the rest of the
brother of Jackie McCall, is
lineup will be the same, too.
another of the promising players up from the freshman team.
Buster Smith will move over
from shortstop to play third in
the event that McCall has to
catch.
Bill James and Howard SharClemson University Pershman will platoon in left field
ing Rifles Company C-4 had
throughout the entire season.
officer installation ceremonies
James, a right-handed hitter,
Monday, March 13, on Bowwill see action against lefthandman Field. Colonel Melvin C.
ers while Sharman will start
Brown, PMS at Clemson University, presented cadet PR
COMPLETE INSTRUMENT
rank to the 1966-67 company
REPAIR SERVICE
staff and formally installed
them to their offices. Cadet PR
Captain Ivan F. Kelley, III.
The remaining cadet officers
assumed their offices as follows:
Cadet PR 1st Lt. James M. Hud1D3 W. WMITNER STREET
gens, Executive Officer; Cadet
ANDERSON, 5. C.
PR 1st Lt. Danny L. Rhodes,
Pledge Platoon Commander;
Cadet PR 2nd Lt. Gregory C.
Schoper, Assistant Pledge Platoon Commander, and Cadet
PR 2nd Lt. Thomas B. Lee,
Assistant Pledge Platoon Commander.
Also, Cadet PR 2nd Lt. William J. McAninch, Finance and
Supply Officer; Cadet PR 2nd
DOWNTOWN
Lt. Robert A. Calhoun, Public
Information Officer, and Cadet
CLEMSON, S.C.
PR CWO Joseph W. Jordan,
Assistant Public Information
Officer.

PR's Install
New Officers

Wilhelm

MERCK'S
CAVE

NEWS
for

Clemson students are
encouraged to attend the
annual springfootball game
tomorrow at Death Valley.
Kickoff time if at 3 o'clock,
immediately following the
varsity baseball game with
Kentucky, The baseball
game begins at 12 noon.
Several IPTAY functions
will also highlight the Tigers' big weekend, including the football banquet.

Golfers
Compete
At UNC
The Clemson golf team
takes to the links next week
as they journey up to North
Carolina for two matches.
Facing UNC on Tuesday and
Duke on Wednesday,
-the
Tigers will attempt to improve
on last year's team which
finished eighth in the conference.
Coach Whitey Jordan has
three returning letter men with
which to build a nucleus. Presently Jim Gardner and Pete
Newman appear to be the two
top men. Both lettered last
season as sophomores and
have done well in practice
rounds lately.
Playing the third through
sixth spots will be three sophs
and a senior. Steve Dawes,
Charlie Hartline and Don
Liberty are the three first
year men. All have looked
well in pracitce and should
give Clemson a stronger team
for the next few years. Bob
Stringer, the senior, is playing for the first time. He came
out on his own this year.
Jim Carson, the other letterman, and Allen Carroll and
Allen Rush will be competing
for the seventh place. Anyone
may challenge for a higher
spot at any time.
The Tigers have only one
home match scheduled this
year, but Boscobel may ask
them to change it because it
is on a Saturday. Jordan
wishes the team could play
more matches at home becasue the boys know the
course. Next season, however,
the schedule will be improved.
A special tournament has
been planned for the end of
this month. The Palmetto Intercollegiate Invitation is to
be played in Orangeburg on
March 31, April 1 and 2.
Several northern schools have
expressed a desire to play
down here so this three day
meet was devised. Major colleges in the state and several
northern schools will participate.

Everybody's Off The Ground

Greene Leads Tracksters
As Furman Tumbles* 91-54
The Clemson track team
successfully opened its 1967
outdoor season Wednesday
with a 91—54 victory over Furman. Coach Greenfield'sthinclads grabbed 12 first places
as they tied or broke three
records.
Richard Greene, high
scorer for Clemson with 121/2 points, won the 100 yard
dash with a time of 9.5
seconds. Furman's Piersol
finished one step behind. Both
qualified for the NCAA Meet
to be held in several months.
Greene also raced to a first
in the 220 with a time of 21.7
seconds.
Captain Lynwood O'Cain
broke the school mark for the
440 yard hurdles as he posted
a time of 55.5. The Orangeburg senior's time could have

SHORT SLEEVE
PERMANENT PRESS
; usr*.

SHIRTS
3 for $10.00
JUDGE KELLER

GRADUATES

been better except for a near
fall over one hurdle.
The outstanding performance of the meet was turned
in by freshman Roger Collins
in the j a v e 1 i n. C ollins shattered the school record of
222 feet 6 inches as he recorded 231 feet 3 inches on
his best toss. His throw was
only 8 feet 2-1/2 inches shy
of the conference mark. The
New Jersey frosh holds the
second best throw in the
nation's high school history.
Clemson won the shot put
as Greg Benz and Mike DeGeorgie finished on-two, Benz
won with a heave of 53 feet
11-1/4 inches. Other Tiger
firsts were Jimmy Taylor in
the high hurdles in 14.7
seconds, Hunter Clarkson in
the 440 with a time of 49.7
and Tindall in the 880 in 1
minute 58.9 seconds.
Smith leaped to broad jump
honors with 22 feet 1 inch,
and Odie Knight captured the
high jump with a 6 feet 2 inch
leap. Bruce Lowry easily won
the 2 mile run and Clemson's
440 relay team and mile re-

lay team also won.
Piersol of Furman, the
Southern Conference triple
jump champion, posted a 48
feet 7-1/2 inch leap which
also qualified him for the
NCAA Meet in this event.
The Tiger frosh team won
their meet with the Furman
frosh 14-3. One point was
given for each first place
finish and seventeen events
were run. Josh Collins turned
in a time of 9.9 in the 100
yard dash, and Wilier easily
won the mile run for Clemson.
Clemson's next track meet
is scheduled for March 21 at
Wake Forest. They run in the
Florida Relays on March 25
and return home for their
final home meet on March
against UNC.
Michigan basketball coach
Dave Strack modestly reveals
in the current issue of SPORT
Magazine that he and Cazzie
Russell are the only two
players in school history to
have their uniforms retired.
"Of course we both wore
No. 33," admits Strack.

ART and ARCHITECTURE TOUR

Downtown Clemson
Visit the

major art capitals of

Europe:

London, Paris, Venice, Florence, Rome, Athens,

Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business
[ provides openings
for virtually every technical talent.

/"'>.

When You Must Keep Alert

GRAND OLE OPRY

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there. .. here's how to stay on top.
V£RV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-haoit-forming.

$if/«fiK/

/•"■\

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your future, Is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
. of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.

Direct from WSM

masterpieces of art and architecture.

able to qualified students.

For information call Prof. Vernon Hodges,
Clemson School of Architecture.

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

PRATT & WWITNEr AIRCRAFT TtCWNICM. POPULATION VS VEARS

Credit

in Architecture 403 or Architecture 511 is avail-

VFRU

RICK JOHNSON'S

Bengal Huddle

And make no mistake about It . . . you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense
as well.

123 By-Pass (Below Tiger Den)
1942

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.
For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

Vienna, Madrid and see for yourself the great

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued success.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSIONPOWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

u

DtvlSION OF UNiTBD AIRCB
AIRCRAFT COR*

A

An Equal Opportunity Empfoy*r

- ALSO CONIE SMITH and the
SUNDOWNERS

COUPLES ONLY - OPEN NIGHTLY

Plus
CARL & PEARL BUTLER

ENTERTAINMENT

FRIDAY,
MARCH 17, 1967

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS

Show* at 7:30 fe 10 P.M.
Anderson Recreation
Center
Reserved Seats $2.00 on
sale at John B. Lee's For
Music in Anderson

FOR BOTH LISTENING AND DANCING

Open 6:00 P.M.

Cover: $2.00 per couple
Friday and Saturday Only
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Frosh Baseball Squad Sweeps Pair
From Spartanburg J.C., 19-0, 7-3

Coach Frank Howard's 28th
football team will conclude
spring drills tomorrow afternoon with the annual Orange White game in Memorial
Stadium at 3 p. m.
The event will find the first
and fourth offensive teams
dressed in orange and the
second and third units from
both sides in white. This
places the first team offense
against the second unit defense and the first defensive
team will furnish opposition
for the second offensive
eleven.
Offensively, the orange will
be led by Jimmy Addison.
Flanker Phil Rogers and end
Jim Abrams will not see any
action due to leg injuries,
however, Miller will fill in
for Rogers. The rest of the
unit will be about the same
as last year except a switch
in the backfield.
Recently, Buddy Gore was
shifted from his tailback slot
to the fullback spot and Jackson was made the starting
tailback. This gives the Tigers a double-barreled running attack and will keep the
defense more honest. Gore
has worked hard on his blocking and has shown much improvement.
Another major change in
the offense was moving white
quarterback Billy Ammons to
tailback to make room for
sophomore Charley Waters.
Ammons has shown great
promise in playing behind
Jackson in the tailback slot.
Waters is one of the most
promising running quarterbacks to come to Clemson in
many years. His running
ability should keep the defense on its toes.
Mike Funderburk, last
year's starting frosh flanker,
has been switched to defense.
One of the big problems in
spring practice has been the
new ruling in punting. As the
rule stands the five interior
linemen must hold their
position until the ball is
kicked. This allows the defense to double and triple
team the ends and flanker.
Clemson coaches have expressed concern over the
greater chance of injury since
these players will be hit three
times.
Several coaches throughout the nation are hoping that
the ruling will be changed before the season. Clemson will
attempt kicking the ball out
of bounds when past the 50.
This would knock out the purpose of the ruling devised to
bring excitement to the punt
return.
Defensively, the white will
be led by all-conference Butch
Sursavage, who gives a big
push to the all lettermen team.
Activities before the game
include a barbeque to be held
by the Block and Bridle Club
in the little gym from 11:30
to 2:30. Price per plate is
fifty cents.
During half time of the game
there will be a special ceremony with presentation of
awards in basketball, cross
country, swimming, tennis and
track. Saturday night at
7 o'clock, the Clemson football team will be honored as
1966 ACC champions in the
university dining hall. All
awards for football will be
presented then.

Spurred on by the spectacular pitching of John Curtis,
yand the hitting of catcher Eddie
Holland, the Clemson freshman baseball team took advantage of a sloppy Spartanburg Junior College team
Wednesday, sweeping a
doubleheader, 19-0, and 7-3.
Curtis, the Cleveland
Indians' first-round draft
choice last year, hurled five
innings of the first contest,
giving up one hit and no runs,
while striking out nine batters.
Curtis also slammed a tworun homer in the second inning.

Buddy Gore shows off a bit of the running style he'll use
/"* r%-f£> At TfiilJhsifl* i* tomorrow's annual spring football game at Death Valley.
\JUItZ S±l M. UIVUUI.K A crowd of 10,000 is expected for the 3 o'clock kickoff.
(Photo by Womble)

Holland was the big gun in
the first contest, as the redhaired backstop slammed two
singles, two triples, and a
grand-slam homer in five atbats to lead the Cub hitting
attack, which netted 16 hits
off the Spartanburg pitching.
Holland hit his two triples

Rahim, Cooper Provide Netters
With Strong Punch At Raleigh
and Siebert are the third unit.
The last two squads hold conference crowns.
After their road trip this weekend the Tigers begin their home
season with Dartmouth at two.
Rounding out a rugged week
will be Presbyterian on Wednesday, Michigan on Friday and
Duke on Saturday. Clemson
will then head for the sunny
state of Florida on what could
be their severest test of the season. They will face Florida
State and Rollins College. State
is one of the top teams in the
nation, and Rollins was the first
ranked small college last year.
Returning to South Carolina,
the Tigers face a strong Gamecock team. The "birds" will
probably have their best squad
ever with the help of six new

Playing behind these two will
be one of the strongest supporting units here in many
years. The third through sixth
spots will be held by Jim Poling, a sophomore from Winter
Park, Florida; Sammy Smithyman, a senior from Spartanburg; senior Turk Omekian
and junior Perry "Reenjels"
Reynolds of Anniston, Alabama. Art Delasky, David
Wilkins and Dave Siebert
will be keeping these boys on
their toes by challenging for
playing positions.
Two of the three doubles
teams currently are ACC
champions. The number one
team is composed of Cooper
and Rahim. Smithyman and
Wilkins make up the second
doubles team, and Reynolds

By BILL SMITH
Tiger Sports Writer
Coach Duane Bruley and his
Tiger netmen open their 1967
season this weekend as they
travel to "tobacco road". Starting with N. C. State on Friday
and Wake Forest on Saturday,
Clemson will be attempting to
capture the elusive conference
title. The 1965 season saw
Clemson finish second—three
points behind UNC, and second again last year—but only
two points shy of the Tar Heels.
Clemson's '67 edition will be
led by David Cooper and
Zulphi Rahim. Cooper is one of
the highly ranked juniors in the
nation, and Rahim holds the
current ACC singles title and is
a former Davis Cup player
from Pakistan.
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Jim Sutherland, G, Sr.
Clemson, S. C.

25-25
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(ST.

.435

104

Randy Mahaffey, C, Sr.
LaGrange, Ga.

25-25

155

305

Ken Gardner, F, Sr.
Collingswood, N. J.

25-24

109

Richie Mahaffey, F, So.
LaGrange, Ga.

25-23

Joe Ayoob. G, Sr.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Name and Position
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25-25

59

145

.407

46

62
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102

110

4.4
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Walt Ayers, F, Sr.
Turtle Creek, Pa.

24-3

39

78

.500

36

61

.590

64

30

1.3

41

0

114

4.8

Hank Channel], F, Sr.
Warner Robins, Ga.

23-0

28

59

.475

15

23

.652

39

42

1.8

18

0

71

3.1

Dick Thomas, G, So.
Warren, Ohio

2-0

1

3

.333

3

4

.750

3

0

0.0

1

0

5

2.0

Jack Swails, F, So.
Kingstree, S. C.

2-0

1

2

.500

0

0

.000

1

0

0.0

1

0

2

1.0

Trip Jones, F, So.
Great Falls, S. C.

5-0

2

9

.222

0

4

.000

11

8

1.6

4

0

4

0.8

Dave Demsey, G, So.
West Homestead, Pa.

12-0

2

4

.500

3

4

.750

3

2

0.2

2

0

7

0.6

Denny Danko, G, So.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

8-0

0

2

.000

4

9

.444

7

1

0.1

2

0

4

0.5

Curt Eckard, C, So.
Hildebran, N. C.

B-0

2

6

.333

0

0

.000

4

6

0.7

9

0

4

0.4

11-0

0

1

.000

3

5

.600

3

5

0

3

0.3

Alan Goldfarb, G, So.
Miami Beach, Fla.
Team

3

0.3

159

6.4

CLEMSON TOTALS

25

666

1441

.462

519

736

.705

992

1082

43.3

461

24

1851

74.04

OPPONENTS' TOTALS

25

664

1576

.421

430

596

.721

1078

988

39.5

549

29

1758

70.3

men off their outstanding frosh
team and several junior college
transfers.
Coach Bruley paused from
an afternoon practice to comment on this season's outlook,
"We have one of the strongest
teams since I have been at
Clemson. Each player is capable of beating any other on the
team which gives us more depth
than ever.
"Cooper is playing well and
has met all my expectations.
He's a hard worker and the
type you can depend on to always play a good match. Poling, the other soph, also looks
well and should progress as
the season moves on.
"Smithyman is working hard
as always. He never gives up
and drives himself to the physical limit of endurance. Sammy's always in shape and can
be depended on to give a good
performance.
"Zulphi and Turk have
looked well in practice. Turk's
a real competitor and Zulphi
is one of the tops in the ACC."
Bruley feels that UNC will
once again be the team to beat,
but Clemson, Maryland and
USC should push the Tar Heels
hard. "We have a fine team,
but our opponents are going to
be the best we've ever faced. I
believe we'll be ready by the
time the ACC Tournament rolls
around in May," Bruley concluded.

and one of his singles in the
same spot in centerfield, while
his homer was a line-shot
over the leftfleld wall.
The Cubs scored in every
inning of the seven-frame first
game. Jack Anderson and
Steve Kuester both scored
four runs apiece. Anderson
also pitched one inning of relief, striking out three batters.
The Travelers Rest native
had a single and a triple in
four times up.
Defensively, the Cubs were
sound, as Clemson native,

another slaughter, and the
move paid off temporarily.
The junior college squad
scored first in the late tilt,
picking up one run in the top
of the third. But the Cubs
came back with two in the bottom of the inning, as Bray
and Anderson took advantage
of the Spartanburg fielding
errors to give the Cubs a 2-1
lead.
Bray, using his base path
speed to a maximum, added
two stolen bases to his credit,
after swiping only one in the
first contest. Both Bray and
Anderson tallied two runs in
the 7-3 triumph.
Holland's booming bat was
almost silent in his second
game as a Cub, as he collected one hit in four trips,
while driving in a run.
Curtis, playing leftfield in
the second battle, combined
with McTamney to put on an
outfield show, as both fielders
pulled in several long drives.
McTamney also belted a
double and a single, with two
RBI's to his credit.
John Jaynes received credit
for the second victory, althrough he was relieved by
Rick Needham in the fifth.
The two hurlers limited Spartanburg to three hits.

Randy Bray led the infield and
John McTamney anchored a
slick fielding outfield crew.
Alan Anderson relieved
Curtis in the sixth frame of
the opening contest, as frosh
coach Ellis Dantzler used the
19 run lead as a chance to
give his pitchers some first
game experience. JackAnderson came in from centerfield
to hurl the seventh inning.
The second half of the
doubleheader was a switch
from the first. The Spartanburg coach juggled his lineup
in an attempt to prevent

Tang Soo Do Club
Holds Exhibition
Clemson's Tang Soo Do Club
will open its membership at
7:30 this coming Tuesday night
March 21. A meeting will be
held in Room 1 of the Physics
Building where officers will be
present to register new members. Dues will be seven dollars for the remainder of the
semester and will be collected at the meeting.
The club presently trains on
Monday and Friday nights and
hopes to add Wednesday to the
schedule. Anyone who does not
suffer from heart trouble or has
a back ache will be able to participate in karate.
Tang Soo Do is one of the
most formidable of the martial
arts requiring much strenous
training. Its technique can not
be learned overnight.
Hong Hyung Ung, better
known as "Billy," of Seoul,
Korea, is the present instructor. He is the 1966 lightweight
karate champion of Korea and
ranks as a fourth degree blackbelt. Mr. Hong has been head
instructor for the 21st Division
of the ROK and has trained
CIZ agents from all over the
world, including America.
A promotional test for present members will be held tomorrow afternoon. All persons

are invited to attend in order
to observe the techniques which
are utilized in this form of open
hand fighting.
All those interested in joining
the club should bring their
money to the meeting Tuesday
night. No new member will be
allowed to train unless he has
paid his dues.

ATTENTION SENIORS
our

Special Offer
for

SENIORS
has pleased Clemson graduates
For YEARS

Small Down Payment
Financing To Suit You

TAKE DELIVERY NOW!
PAY LATER
MAULDIN

According to an article in
the current issue of SPORT
Magazine, Yankee pitcher Hal
Reniff couldn't understand why
the audience applauded after
watching movies of the 1966
World Series showing the
Orioles beating the Dodgers
in four straight games.
"What's so great about
that?" said Reniff. "We lost
five straight to them last
season."

COMPANY
PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
— BANK RATE FINANCING —

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
Your Walgreen Agency in

WATER SAFETY COURSE
The Red Cross Water Safety
Instructor Course begins
March 17, 1967 at 8:00 p.m.
at the YMCA pool.
Those interested may sign
up for the course at the YMCA.
You must have had a Senior
Life Saving Certificate to be eligible.

Downtown Clemson

Headquarters for
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS

Skydivers
Coaching Secret
Southern Illinois basketball
Recognized coach
Jack Hartman reveals
After six years effort the
Dixie Sky Divers, Inc. Parachute Club became school affiliated this past Monday. The
club was able to promote itself as a promoter of a safe
sport properly conducted.
The club hopes to have Captain Richard James as its
faculty advisor.

one of his coaching "secrets"
in an article in the current
issue of SPORT Magazine.
When asked in a post-game
interview if he went into something special when he lost his
best player against Louisville,
Hartman answered; "Well,
yes, I sort of went into a fit
of hysterics."

L t MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your <S) Store
Over
Half A Century
Of Traditional
Service To Clemson

You have to
look for the
Rk "W" because
it's silent.

Mr.Wrangler

Sport Coupe—comes in convertible version, too.

for wreal sportswear.
The famous silent "W": you
don't pronounce it, but you
must look for it if you want
sportswear that looks wrighf,
fits wright, feels wright. Made
wright, too—many in no-iron
fabrics treated with the wremarkable Wranglok® permanent press finish. Mr.
Wrangler sportswear is
here, on campus, in your size.

-With A SmileTHE GLOBE, WESTMINSTER
BELK-GALLANT, ANDERSON

SS396

Suddenly, you're elsewhere
One drive in an SS 396 and you'll find yourself committed to a new way of changing the
scene. Chevrolet took its spirited new 325horsepower V8 and teamed it with a special
3-speed full-synch transmission, put it all in a
sleek Fisher Body . . . and there it is: QuickSize departure from whatever's been boring
you.

MARK OF EXCF.UENCE

There's a 350-horsepower version available
for that extra kick and, as you'll quickly discover, the Turbo Hydra-Matic is the most
advanced transmission Chevrolet has ever
offered. Shift it yourself, or put it on "D" and
forget it.
SS 396. Wastes very little time getting you
where you'd rather be.

Try it now during Chevy's Bonanza Sale at your Chevrolet dealer's
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Campus News Briefs

Spring Concert To Be Presented March 21

Tilflft KV>-v
UlllV **-*Zj

Ten outstanding student leaders were inducted into Blue Key this
*k- They are: (bottom row from left) Dan Bowen, Graham Pritchard. Jimmy Addison, Barry Edwards, Jay Dee Hair. Ernie Stallworlh;
(top row from left) Frank Copeland. Jake Nemergul, Chuck Whitney,
and Scott Harrower.
we

The Clemson University
Concert Band will conclude its
annual spring tour on Tuesday, March 21, in Tillman Hall
auditorium. Doors to the auditorium will open at 7:15 p.m.,
and the concert will begin at
8:00.
Among selections in the
band's repertoire are Carmen
Dragon's arrangement of
"America the Beautiful," Rimsky - Korsakov's "Dubinushka," and Bartok's "Four
Sketches." Lighter selections
will include Henry Mancini's
toy-tape march "Toy Tiger."
The program will also include
a march selection by K. J. Alford, the British Sousa.
The program will wind up
with the traditional Clemson
songs and "Dixie."
The tour began this past Wednesday, March 15, at Orangeburg High School. Yesterday
the Concert Band performed at
Southside High School in Florence, Dillon High School, and
Bennettsville High School.
Today the Band will appear
at Hamlet (N. C.) High School,
Monroe (N. C.) High School,
and Byrnes Auditorium at Winthrop College.
PEACE FUND

Phi Kappa Phi Initates
The honor society of Phi Kappa Phi initiated new members
at the Clemson House on Friday, March 3.
Dr. Lawrence R. Guild of Los
Angeles, California, national

Secretary-Treasurer of the Society, was the speaker at the
banquet
Initiation is conducted twice a
year for persons chosen from
the senior class with a grade

Social Atmosphere
(Continued from page 1)
the university or student groups
should present speakers of national prominence who have a
wide appeal to the college student. Top on the list of possible
speakers were Senator Robert
Kenneth and Secretary of State
Dean Rusk.
Student Senate President John
Matthew said, "Clemson students have a greater awareness
of national political and economic realities than they are apparently given credit for. The
students want to hear men in
positions of national importance and responsibilities."
Those who frequent the Lee
Art Gallery are impressed with
the works presented and the
manner in which they are displayed. Students do not attend
the gallery in any major proportions.
Students are quite pleased
with the productions of the
Clemson Players. "Ah Wilderness" and "Night Must Fall"
drew considerable praise.
There are definite problems
involved in the attainment of an
adequate cultural atmosphere.
Money is just as much a
problem in cultural activities as
it is in social activities. As a
state - supported institution,
Clemson cannot have the funds
that a rapid elevation of the
cultural atmosphere would require.
While $20,600 constitutes the
1966-1967 budget for the Confert Series, only $4,500 is being
spent for the Foreign Film
Series, the Lecture Series, and
the Shakespearean play. Would
a more even balance in this budget make it more practical to secure better speakers?
The Field House has long
been antiquated as a facility
for plays and concerts.
Important public figures are
not easily available for lectures.
They are available, however.
ALTHOUGH it may take a
while to produce a cultural atmosphere suitable to the great
majority of Clemson students,
progress is being made.
A new 10,000 seat coliseum
is presently under construction.
Last year, the Student Senate
passed a Speakers Bureau Bill

which would provide for an independent student group, run
by student government funds,
that would procure speakers for
the student body. The Administration decided that the speakers obtained by the bureau
would be channeled through the
Fine Arts Committee, but Dean
Walter Cox has taken no final
action on the bill.
Approximately four months
ago, Senate President Matthew
sent a letter to the President
in order to determine the fate
of the Speakers Bureau Bill,
and he has "received no reply."
Dr. Claud Green of the Fine
Arts Committee showed great
interest in compiling a list of
speakers the students would like
to hear.
But the question remains:
What will be done on the specific proposal of the Speakers
Bureau Bill?

Students interested in applying for the Peace Fund Scholarship should submit their applications to Dr. Louis Henry,
0-325 English Building, by
April 1. Applications will be
interviewed on Tuesday, April
4, at 3:30 p.m. in 0-106 English
Building.
The scholarship is for five
hundred dollars and is awarded on the basis of "literary ability, satisfactory scholastic
achievement, evidence of good
character, and a sense of responsibility for properly reporting the news."
The terms of the award state
that the recipient shall make
satisfactory scholastic progress
and shall provide the Greenville
News with exclusive coverage
of news developments in the
Clemson area and, as practicable, with special news
feature material.
In addition to the scholarship, the recipient will be paid
by the Greenville News at its
regular rates for correspondents for any news or features printed in that newspaper.
This year's selection committee will be composed of Herbert
Johnson and Charles McFall
of the Greenville News and Dr.
Louis Henry.

point ratio of 3.2 or better, and
those second semester juniors
who have ratios of 3.5 or better.
Graduate students and faculty
members with outstanding records may also be chosen for
membership.
New members from the junior
class included James W. Addison, Gordon L. Bailes, Jr., John
C. Caston, Teresa L. Charles,
William B. Clark III, William
P. Cunningham, and Robert L.
Dobson.
Also, David B. Greene, John
A Horton III, Sidney P. Kersey, Jr., Herbert T. Littlejohn,
Ande S. Mitchell, Charles B.
Nelson, Joseph S. Newton,
Charles R. Reese, Neil A.
Smoak, Charles E. Stevenson,
and Karl F. Stroup.
New members from the senior class included Jane H. Amick, Joseph L. Avant, Charles
F. Cottingham, Julie D. Craig,
Joseph W. Culp, Barry R. Edwards, and Melinda H. Johnson.
Also, John L. Monteith, Richard W. Rice, Kenneth S. Stepp,
Robert R. Wilson, and Thomas G. Wilson.
Graduate students initiated
were Robert Silber and Lynda
Worley Skelton.
FENCING CLUB
Billy Ray Skelton, Assistant
The Clemson Fencing Club
Professor of Economics, was will accept new members on
the only faculty member March 20, 22, and 29. Ininitiated.
terested persons should report
to the YMCA at 5:00 p.m. on
any of the above mentioned
dates. No previous experience
is necessary.

The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club, under the call of K4WJV,
placed second in the state and
tenth in the nation in scoring
for the 33rd American Radio
Relay League Sweepstakes. Results of the Sweepstakes were
published in the March issue of
QST, the monthly publication
of the ARRL.
The Sweepstakes was held
November 12-13, 1966. The
purpose of the sweepstakes is to
provide some competition
among radio amateurs and to
help keep up interest in amateur radio.
The Clemson Radio Club had
five stations set up to operate
during the Sweepstakes, including the club station and the
equipment of several members.
There were eight different amateurs who operated during the
course of the event.
Two of the operators, Don
Bardwell (WA5PRI/4) and
Dale Turner, (K4WJV) were
both on the air for the entire
24-hour period. Each station
also had a logger who kept
the records of the stations contacted.
The Clemson Amateur Radio

Candy Stripe Delicatessen
II!

Club amassed a total of 85,145 points. This score is the
result of having made contact
with 522 different amateur stations throughout the United
States and Canada with a maximum power of 150 watts.
The club is also in the process
of obtaining another teletype
console through the Military
Affiliated Radio System.
In other activities, the Club
has recently put its teletype into operation. This will enable
communication with amateurs,
reception of news and weather
reports, and participation in
MARS teletype nets.

CASES

$16.50
& $26.50

$5, $6,
&$7

506 N. Murray Ave.
Phone 226-2141
Anderson, S. C.

Downtown Clemson

LOST RING
Charles Beam lost a Men's
Keepsake Wedding Band in the
vicinity of the YMCA Wednesday, March 11. A reward is
being offered.
Information concerning this
ring may be brought to 217
Pendleton Road in Clemson.

COMING TO
NEW YORK?

CLASS AND
SENATE NOMINATIONS
Class officer and senate nominations will be conducted on
Monday, April 3, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Chemistry Building.
Nominations for rising sophomores will be in Room 1;
rising juniors, Room 118; rising seniors, Room 131.
RADIO CLUB
The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club will meet on Monday,
March 20, at 8:00 p.m. in the
basement of the MS Building.
DTXIE SKY DIVERS
The Dixie Sky Divers, Clemson's newest club, will stage a
benefit airshow this Saturday
and Sunday at 1:00 p.m. atthe
Anderson Airport.
The diving exhibition will include free falls from high altitude, precision maneuvers, and
several surprises. In case of
rain the exhibition will be performed two weeks from this
weekend.
The show will be open to the
public and will be a benefit
jump for the Anderson Rescue
Squad.

Clemson Theater
Fri. & Sat.—March 17 & 18
MAURICE CHEVALTER
DEAN JONES
YVETTE MIMTEUX
in

"MONKEYS,
GO HOME!"
— COLOR —
MAKE WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE YMCA
YOUR HEADQUARTERS IN N. Y. C.

REASONABLE ■ COMFORTABLE • C0NVENIEN1

Save money. Go further Stay
longer. The William Sloane House
YMCA has 1491 rooms available
to" men, women and groups, sensibly priced at $3.15-$4.60 single;
$5.00-$5.20 double. Rates include
YMCA membership. Enjoy convenient transportation to everything.
Coffee Shop • Cafeteria • Laundry
Barber Shop • Check Room
Tailor • Sightseeing • TV Room
Information

Lale Show Fri. & Sat.
Night— March 17-18
RODDY MCDOWELL
DEBBIE WATSON
PHIL HARRIS
GIL PETERSON

"THE COOL ONES"
— COLOR —
Sun., Mon., Tues. —
March 18-21
CLINT EASTWOOD
MARIANNE KOCH

"A FISTFUL OF
DOLLARS"

REQUEST BOOKLET [c]

— COLOR —
—. ■ —

I

Starts Wed., March 22
JACK LEMMON
WALTER MATTHAU
WILLIAM
SLOANE
HOUSE
YMCA

The diver of Acapulco. The torero of Mexico,
The sleek racing craft of Bermuda.
All three 30" x 40" posters are beautifully
reproduced in color. And they're all yours for
only $1.50.
We think you'lPlike them so much, you'll

FOREIGN FILM
Hand In the Trap, a Spanish
film with English subtitles, will
be shown on Monday, March
20, at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. in
the Civil Engineering Auditorium. This film won the 1961

sport coats

AF SCHOLARSHDPS
Applications for Air Force
ROTC Scholarships are currently being accepted at Clemson University according to
Lt. Colonel Dewey R. Franklin, Professor of Aerospace
Studies. These scholarships,
which cover the full cost of
tuition, fees, laboratory expenses and allowance for
books, plus $50 per month,
will be awarded to 600 sophomores, 1431 juniors and 975
seniors in universities across
the nation. Applications should
be submitted not later than
March 25, 1967.
All qualified and interested
persons are invited to contact
Lt. Colonel Franklin or members of his staff for further information.

356 WEST 34th ST
NEW Y0RK.N.Y. 10001.

0X5-5133
ON 34th STREET 1 BLOCK FROM
PENN STATION

"THE FORTUNE
COOKIE"
— COLOR —

If Mexico and Bermuda send you,
we'll send you posters of Mexico and Bermuda.
3 for $1.50.

DANCE AT BARN
There will be a dance at the
YMCA Barn on Saturday,
March 18, from 8:00 to 12:00
p.m., featuring the Wellingtons
from Greenville. Those desiring transportation to the dance
should check in at the YMCA
movie desk or at the Girls Dorm
No. 2 desk.

one group:

want to go to Mexico and Bermuda some day.
And when you do, we hope you'll go on
Eastern,
So don't just sit there staring at four blank
walls. Fill in the coupon below and send for
your colorful posters now.

©
We want everyone to fly.

r

To: Eastern Airlines, Inc., Poster Offer, Box 4211, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y. 10017
Please send me the Bermuda, Acapulco, and Mexico posters, for which I enclose a $1.50 money
order or check (payable to Eastern Air Lines, Inc. Poster Offer).

reg.
45.00

49.95

55.00

59.95

1/2 price

Name,

.Address,

City_

_State

D I would also be interested in receiving a Youth Fare Application.

one group:

casual jackets
reg.
30.00 - 32.00

KEGS

JUDGE KELLER

BEST DRILLED CADETS
The 770th Air Force ROTC
cadet Wing at Clemson University has given the best drilled
WOODROW WILSON
sophomore award to Cadet
SCHOLAR
Lieutenant M. A. Lake, and the
Nelson B. O'Bryan, Jr., a best drilled freshman award
Clemson University senior has gone to Cadet W. T. Capps.
chemistry major from Salters,
Cadet Lake is a sophomore
is recipient of a Wo odrow Wil- chemical engineering major
son National Fellowship which and commander of the 11th
provides an academic year of Squadron of the Clemson Unigraduate work for students who versity Cadet Wing.
desire to teach in colleges and
Mr. Capps, of Foxtrot Flight,
universities.
is a freshman majoring in
Two other Clemson seniors
received honorable mention in Chemical Engineering from
the nationwide competition union, S. C.
which determined the 1,259 felDRILL MEET
lowship winners.
They are
The Blue Ridge Rifles of
Samuel D. Smithyman of Spar- North Georgia State College
tanburg and William C. Mad- and the Pershing Rifles of N.
dox, Jr., of Honea Path.
C. State University were the
two visiting participants in the
AAS DINING-IN
annual Clemson UniverThe Major Rudolph Ander- first
sity Invitational Drill Meet held
son Jr. Squadron of the Arnold on Saturday, March 11. These
Air Society will hold its an- teams competed with Clems on's
nual Dining-In Friday, March own Pershing Rifle Unit, Com17, at the Southerner Restaurant in Easley. The Dining-In pany C-4, who sponsored the
in the first drill meet ever
is put on each year by the pledge event,
held at Clemson.
class.
The Clemson University PR's
Mr. Hewitt D. Adams, instructook
first place in both 22-5
tor in history at Clemson, will
Fancy Platoon competition
be the speaker. His topic will be and
to take first place honors at the
the roll of Communist China in meet
world military affairs.
LEE GALLERY EXHIBIT
EUROPEAN TOUR
The Architectural FoundaOn August 3, 1967, Mrs. tion and Wesley Foundation
Lawrence E. Baxter of Ravenel are sponsoring an exhibit of
Agency, Inc. of Charleston will prints by Robert O. Hodgell.
conduct a group of college stu- The prints will be on exhibit
dents from South Carolina on during the month of March at
a 22-day tour through Europe. the Rudolph Lee Gallery. HodThe price, including all trans- gell, a spokesman for the preportation, lodging and all servation of humanity, is head
meals throughout, is $788, and of the art department at Florfinancing through the Go Now- ida Presbyterian College at St
Pay Later plan can be ar- Petersburg, Florida and an orranged.
dained minister. His linoleum
Queries may be made to P. block prints are frequently seen
O. Box 237, 67 Broad Street, in motive
Charleston, S. C.
NAVY RECRUITERS
INTERNATIONAL
The Naval Officer ProcureSTUDENTS
ment Teams from the ColumRepresentatives of the Inter- bia, South Carolina Navy Renational Students Association cruiting Station will visit Clemat Clemson will appear on son University on Monday,
WFBC-TV, Channel 4, on Sun- Tuesday and Wednesday,
day, March 19, at 2:30 p.m. March 20 through March 22,
They will discuss the foreign as part of their annual spring
student outlook in the United visitation program.
States.
Prospective graduates are invited to contact the teams for
EASTER HOLD3AYS
information and initial appliStudents are reminded that cation for any of the programs
Easter holidays begin on currently available to qualified
Thursday, March 23, at 1:00 men and women. These teams
p.m. Classes will resume as
may be contacted in the Sturegularly scheduled on Tues- dent Center between the hours
day, March 28.
of 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Radio Club Places

65.00

SPRING SUITS
$29.95

International Film Critics
Award at the Cannes Film Festival.

32.50 - 39.95

1/2 price

55.00

t»alt*rfi $c Iftlhttan rampuB Biyap
downtown clemson

.Zip Code,

1

